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Abstract
S i m u l a t d Annealing (SA) procedures can potentially yield nea.r-optimal solutions t.o many difficult combinatorial optimization problems, though often a,t.
the expense of intensive computational efforts. T h e single most significant source
of inefficiency in SA sea,rch is the inherent stochasticity of t h e procedure. typically requiring t,hat t h e procedure be rerun a large number of times before a
near-optimal solution is found. This paper describes a mechanism t h a t atteinpls
t o learn t,he structure of the search space over multiple SA runs on a given problem. Specifically, probability distributions are dynamically updated over multiple
runs t o estimate a t different checkpoints how promising a S.4 run appears to be.
Based on this mec.hanism, two types of criteria are developed that aim a t inc.reasing search efficiency: (1) a c u t 0 8 criterion used to determine when t.o abandon
unpromising runs and (2) rtsturt criteria used t o determine whether to start a
fresh SA run or restart search in t h e middle of an earlier run. Experimental results obtained on a class of complex job shop scheduling problems show (1) that,
SA can produce high quality solutions for this class of problems, if run a large
number of times, and (2) that our learning mechanism can significantly reduce
the computation t.ime required to find high quality solutions t o these problems.
The results further indicate t h a t , the closer one wants t o be to the optimum, the
larger the speedups.

Introduction

1

Simulat,ed Annealing (SA) is a general-purpose search procedure t,liat generalizes iterat,ive improvement approaches to Combinatorial opt,imization by s0metime.s accepting
transitions to lower quality solutions to avoid getting trapped in local minima[8, I ] . SA
procedures have been successfully applied to a variety of combinatorial optimiz.ation
problems, including Traveling Salesman Problems [I]! Graph Partitioning Problems
161, Graph Coloring Problems [7]! Vehicle Routing Problems [14], Design of Integrat’cd
Circuits, Minimum Makespan Scheduling Problems [9, 13, 191 as well as othcr
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plex scheduling problems (23]?often producing near-optimal solut,ions, t,hough at the
expense of intensive computational efforts.
The single most significant source of inefficiency in SA search is the inherent, stochasticity of the procedure, typically requiring that the procedure be rerun a large numbcr
of times before a near-optimal solution is found. Glover et al. developed a set of
”Tabu” mechanisms that attempt to increase the efficiency of SA and other neighborhood search procedures by maintaining a selective history of search states encountered
earlier during the same Tun [4]. This history is then used t,o dynamically derive “t,abu
restrictions” or ”aspirations”, that guide search, prevent,ing it, for instance, from revisit,ing areas of the search space it just explored. This paper describes a complementary
mechanism t,hat attempts to learn the structure of the search space over m.ultiple ru.n.s
of SA on a given problem. Specifically, we introduce a mechanism that a.tt,empts t,o

predict how- (un)promising a 5 4 run is likely to be, based on probability distributions

that are refined (“learned‘) over multiple runs. The distributions, which are built at
different checkpoints, each corresponding to a different value of the temperature para,meter used in t,he procedure, approximate the cost reductions t,hat one call expect if
t,he 5.4 run is continued below these temperatures. Two types of criteria are developed
that aim at increasing search efficiency by exploiting these dist,ribntions:
rn

0

A Cutof Criterion: This criterion is used to detect runs that are unlikely to
result in an improvement of the best solution found so far and, hence, should be
abandoned;

Resta.rt Criteria: When c.ompleting a run or abandoning an unpromising one?
these crit,eria help determine whether t.0 start a fresh SA run or restart. search in
the middle of an earlier promising run.
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The tec.hniques presented in this paper have been applied to a class of complex
job shop scheduling problems first described in [18]. Problems in this class require

scheduling a set of jobs that each need to be completed by- a possibly different due
date. The objective is to minimize the sum of tardiness and inventory costs incurred
by all the jobs. This class of problems is known to be NP-complete and is representativc of a large number of actual scheduling problems, including Just-In-'rime factory
scheduling problems [18, 171. Experimental results indicate (1) that SA can produce
high quality solutions for this class of problems, if run a large number of times, and

(2) that our learning mechanism can yield significant reductions in computation time.
The results further indicate that, the closer one wants to be t,o the optimum, the larger
the speedups.
The balance of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 quickly reviews fundamentals of SA search. Section 3 analyzes the behavior of typical SA runs and
introduces a mechanism that aims at learning to recognize (un)promising runs 011 a
given problem, using the concept of Ezpected Cost Improvement Distribu.tions ( E C I D ) .
In Section 4: we use E C I D distributions to develop a cu.to$ criterion to determine
when to abandon unpromising runs. Section 5 presents three =start criteria based
E C I D distributions. Experiments obtained on a set of benchmark job shop scheduling
problems wit,h tardiness and inventory costs are reported in Section ti. A summary is
provided in Section 7.

2

Simulated Annealing Search

Figure 1 outlines the main st,eps of a SA procedure designed to find a solution z E S
that, minimizes a real-valued function, cosi(z). The procedure starts from an initial
solution zo (randomly drawn from S ) and iteratively moves to other neighboring solutions, as determined by a neighborhood function, neighbor(z), while remembering
t,he best. solution found so far (denoted by s). Typically, the procedure only moves to
neighboring solutions that are better than the current one. However, the probability
of moving from a solution z to an inferior solution z' is greater than zero, thereby al-

lowing the procedure to escape from local minima. r a n d ( ) is a funct,ion that randomly
draws a number from a uniform distribution on the interval [0,1]. The so-called t,cniperat.ure, T ;of the procedure is a parameter controlling the probability of accepting
a t,ransition to a lower qua,lity solution. It is initially set at a high value, To, thereby
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frcquently allowing such transitions. If, after N iterations, the best solution found by
the procedure has not improved, the temperature pa,rarneter T is decrement,ed by a
fa,ctor a (0 < a < 1). One motivation for progressively- lowering the temperature is
t,o obtain convergence. Additionally, as t,he procedure slowly moves towards globally

better solutions, accepting transitions to lower quality solutions becomes increasingly
less attractive. When t,he temperature drops below a preset. level T,! the procedurc
st.ops and s is returned (not shown in Figure 1).

T = To; z :
20 (E S); min = m;
while ( T > 7‘1) {
fori = l : N {
x’ = neighbor(2);
if (cost(z’) < cost(z)) z = 5’;
else if ( ~ u n d (<) ezp{(cost(z)- c o s t ( z ‘ ) ) / T } ) z = z’;
if(cost(z)< min) min = cost(z), s = E ;

I

if ( M i n was not modified in the above loop)

T

=

T * a;

1
Fig. 1 Basic Simulated Annealing P r o c e d u r e .
Fig. 2 depicts the cost distribution of the best solutions returned by 300 SA runs on
a typical combinatorial optimization problem - a job shop scheduling problem from a
set of benchmarks to be described in Section 6 .
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Fig. 2 Cost D i s t r i b u t i o n of the Best Solutions Found by 300 SA Runs.
The optimal solution for this problem is believed to have a cost around 11: 500 the value in itself is of no imprtance here. Figure 2 indicat,es that, if run a large
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number of times: SA is likely to eventually find an optimal solution t,o t.liis prob1e.m.
It also shows that, in many runs, SA gets t,rapped in local minima with cost,s much
higher than the global minimum. For instance, 60% of the runs produce solutions
with a, cost at least 30% above the global minimum. This suggests that, if rather than
completing all these unsuccessful runs, one could somehow predict when a run is likely
to lead to a highly sub-ophimal solution and abandon it, the efficiency of S.4 could be
greatly enhanced. The following section further analyzes the behavior of typical SA
runs and proposes a mechanism which, given a problem, aims at learning to recognizc
(un)prornising SA runs.

3

Learning To Recognize (Un)promising SA Runs

Figure 3 depicts the behavior of a SA procedure on two different scheduling problems
(from the set. of benchmarks used in Section 6 ) . For each problem, the figure depicts
five SA runs, plotting the cost of the best solution, s, as the temperature of the procedure is progressively lowered - temperatures are shown in log scale, which is almost
equivalent to computation time in linear scale. SA behaves very differently on t.hese
two problems. For instance, in Problem #1, the range of final solut,ions is relatively
narrow, while in Problem #2 it is much wider. Another differentiating factor is the
behavior of t.he procedure at low temperatures. It seems that for Problem #l, the
quality of a run can already be estimated quit,e accurately at T = 50 (e.g. the best run
at T = 50 remains best at lower temperatures), while this is less so for Problem #2.
Cost
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(a) Problem 1

200 100 50 25 12.5 6.25
(b) Problem 2
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Fig. 3 Cost reductions in five SA runs on two different problems.
Clearly, such properties are not intrinsic to a problem itself. They could cliangc if
a different neighborhood structure or a different cooling profile was select.ed, as these
para.met,ers can affect the types of local optima encountered by t.he procedure and t,he
chance that the procedure extricates itself from these local optima below a given tcmperature. While, in general, it may be impossible to find a SA procedure that, reliably
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converges to near-optimal solutions on a wide class of problems, we can try t o design
ada,ptive SA procedures which, given a problem, can learn to recognize (unjproniising
runs and improve their performance over time. Below, we present a mechanism, which,
given a problem, attempts to ”learn” at different checkpoint temperatures t,he distribution of cost improvements t,hat one can hope to achieve by continuing search below
these temperatures.
Specifically, we postulate that, given a problem and a checkpoint temperature T = t ,
the distribution of the cost improvement that is likely t o be achieved by continuing: a
run below t can be approximated by a normal distribution. Using performance data.
gathered over earlier runs on a same problem, it is possible to approximate these Expected Cost Improvement Distributions ( E C I D ) for a set C of checkpoint temperatures
and use these distributions to identify (un)promising runs.
Formally, given a combinatorial optimization problem and a SA procedure for that
problem, we define c: as the cost of the best solution, s, at check point, t in t,he i-lh
run and cy a5 the cost of the best solution obtained at temperature T = TI in t,he i-th
execution. When the ( n I)-st run reaches a checkpoint temperature t l the E C I D
below t is approximated as a normd distribution ~V(p‘,~af,]
, whose average: &, and
st.amdard deviation: gi, are given by:

+

By incrementally refining these estimators over multiple runs. this mechanism can in
essence ;‘learn” to recognize (un)promising SA runs. The following sections successively
describe a cutoff criterion and three restart criteria based on E C I D distributions.

4

A Cutoff Criterion

Suppose that, in a sixth run on Problem #I, the best solution obtained at chmzkpoint,
T = 100 is solution A - Figure 4(a). At this checkpoint, the dist,ribution of c: the cost of the best solution that will have been found if the run is completed - can
- p ~ ” , aio0]. This distribution,
be approximated by the normal distribution iv[c~oo
represented in Fig. 4(a), suggests that, if continued, the current run has a good chance
of improving the current best solution, x. Suppose that based on this analysis, thr
run cont,inues until the next checkpoint, T = 50, and that the best solution found by
the run when it reaches that temperature is A’. At this point, a new distribution of cg
can be computed to check how the run is doing. This distribution, N[cza OiO] is
showm in Figure 4(b). It appears much less promising than the one at 1’ = 100. Now:
the chances of improving the current best solution, x,appear remote: it, probably does
&’?
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not make sense to c o n h u e this run.

A
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(b)
Fig. 4 Expected Cost Improvement Distributions at T=100 and T=50.
Formally; when the ( n -t 1)-st run reaches a checkpoint temperature t , a cutoff
criterion is used to determine whether or not to continue this run. In the study report,ed
in Section 6, we use a cutoff criterion of the form:

where 2, is the cost of the best solution found during the previous n. runs and tliresh,old
is a threshold value. If the inequality holds, the current, run is abandoned. For example,
if threshold = 3 (lhe value used in our experiments) and the cutoff inequa1it.y holds at.
a given checkpoint t,emperature t , the probabilit,p of improving z, by continuing the
run helow t is expected to be less than 1% [2].
6
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Three Restart Criteria

Whenever a ruIi is completed or abandoned, two options are availablc: &her start a
fresh new annealing run or, instead, restart an earlicr (promising) run, using a different
sequcnce of random numbers ("reannealing"). In total, if reannealing is constrained
to start. from one of the checkpoint temperatures, there are up to n, IC/ 1 possible
options, where n is t,he number of earlier runs and IC1 the number of checkpoints in
set C. Below: we describe three "restart criteria" that aim at select.ing among these
options so as to maximize the chances of quickly converging to a near-optimal solution.

+

5.1

M a x i m u m Cost Reduction Rate Criterion

When considering several points from which to restart search, two factors need to
be taken into account: (1) the likelihood that restarting search from a given point
will lead to an improvement of the current best solution and (2) the time that it
will take to complete a run from that point. Restarting from a low t,emperature will
gcnerally bring about moderate solution improvements, if any, while requiring 1it.tle
CPU t.ime. Starting fresh new runs or restarting from higher temperatures can lead
to more significant improvements, though less consistently and at the cost of more
CPU time. In general, the cost improvements that can be expected from different
teniperat.ures will vary from one problem to another, as illust,rated in Figure 3 (and
as formalized by E C I D distributions).
A natural restart crit,erion is one that, picks the restart point expected lo maximize
bhe rate at which the cost of the current, best solut,ion will improve. For each restart
candidate Uk (fresh annealing or reannealing), this can be approximated as the cxpected cost reduction (in the best solution), if search is restarted from 0 k 7 divided by
the expected CPU time required to complete a. run from that restart point. Below, we
use R ( U k ) to denote this approximat,ion of the expected cost reduction rate: if scarch
is restarted from 01:
expected-reduction(Ok)
= ezpected-CPti(Ok)
where Ezpected-r€$uction(Ok)is the expected cost reduction at the end of a run starting from U t and ezpected-CPU(Ok) is the CPU time that this run is expected t o
require. ezpeded-CPU(Ok) can be approxiniated as the average time required to
complete earier runs from O k ' s temperature. ezpectcd-redzrction(Ok)can he evaluated
using E C I D distributions, as detailed below.
Given a reannealing point O k at checkpoint temperature t and n earlier SA runs
coIriplcted from t or above, ex~ec~ei%-reduction(Uk)
can be approximated as:

expected-reduction(0k)= l ; { P : k ( x )
wherc

'

(2. -

P;,(x)is t,he density function of the normal distribution
7

x)}&
N[ck

ok],

ck

is the

cost ol Ok's best solution', 2, is the cost of the best solution obt,ained over t.he first n
runs1 and L.B is a lower-bound on the optimal solution*
Similarly, if Ok is a fresh SA run, ezpecled-redurrtzon(Ok) can be approximatcd as:
ezpected-reduction(,Ok)=

L

{F,,(z) . (z,,- z ) } d z

xhere P,(z) is the density function of the normal distribution N [ p : , 41. with

5.2

Randomized Criterion

One possible problem with the above criterion is its high sensitivity to possible inaccuracies in approximat,ions of E C I D distributions. This can be a problem when the
number of earlier runs is still small. When inaccurate E C I D distribut,ions lead the
criterion to choose a poor restart point, the procedure may take a long time hcfore it
improves the quality of the current best solution. In the meantime, it may keep on
coming back to the same poor restart point. For this reason, it is tempting to use
a randomized version of the criterion. One such variation involves randomly picking
,
frnm a set of promising restart points, H = {O,lR(O,) > b . M n z { R ( O ~ ) } }while
assuming that each element in H has the same probability, l / l H I $ of being seledcd. i3
is a const,ant whose value is between 0 and 1.

5.3

Hybrid Criterion

A third alternative involves keeping some level of stochasticity in the restart, criterion. while ensuring that more promising restart points have a higher chance of being
selected. This is done by selecting restart points in H according to a Boltzmann distribution that assigns to each element 0, E H a probabi1it.y

Here, T is a positive constant. If 7 is very large, this method becomes equimlent to
the randomized criterion described in subsection 5.2. Ifr N 0, this criterion becomes
similar to the criterion of subsection 51. A similar distribution is used in the Qlearning a,lgorithm described in [21].
"lo be consistent, If 0
1.correponds to the i-th SA run, cg = c:, as defincd in Section 3.
'In the experiments reportcd in this paper, L 5 was simply set to 0.

s

Performance Evaluation

6
6.1

T h e Job S h o p Scheduling P r o b l e m w i t h Tardiness and I n v e n t o r y Costs

To evaluate performance of our cutoff and restart criteria, we consider a set of complex
job shop scheduling problems first. introduced in [18]. The problems assume a fnct,ory,
in which a set of jobs, J = { j 1 9 j , ,. . . !jn}:
has to be scheduled 011 a set of rcsonrces,
RES = {&, Rz;..:R,,,}. Each job requires performing a set of opcrationrt 0’ =
{0:.05; ..O!,,} and, ideally, should be completed by a given due dat,e, ddi, Ior delivery
t,o a customer. Precedence constraints specify a complete order in which operations i n
each job have to be performed. By convention, it is assumed that operation 0;has
. , nr - 1). l3ac.h operat.ion
to he completed before operation O:+, can start (i = 1,2>.
0:has a deterministic duration duf and requires a resource Rf E RES. Resourccs
cannot he assigned to more than one operation at a time. The problem is to find a
feasible schedule that minimizes the sum of tardiness and inventory c0st.s of all t,he
jobs (” Just,-In-Time” objective). This problem is known to be NP-complet,e [ l X ] and
is representative of a large number of actual factory scheduling problems where the
object,ive is to meet customer demand in a timely yet cost, effective manner. Addit,ional
details on this model can be found in [18].
Experimental results reported below suggest bhat a, good neighborhood function for
this problem can be obtained by randomly applying one of the following three operalors
to the current schedule?
e

SHIFT-RIGHT: randomly select a ”right-shiftable” operation and increase its
start time by one time unit4.
SHIFT-LEFT (mirror image of SHIFT-RIGHT): randomly select a ”left-shiftable”
operation and dec.rease its start time by one time unit.
EXCHANGE: randomly select a pair of adjacent operations on a given resourcc
a,nd permut,e the order in which they are processed by that resource. Specifically,
given two consecutive operations, A and B on a resource R, with A preceding Z,
in t,he current solution, the exchange operator sets the new start time of H to
the old start time of .4 and the new end time of A t,o the old end time of B ’.

In our experiments, the probability of picking the EXCHANGE operator was empirically set to 3/7 while the probabilities of picking SHIFT-RIGHT or SHIFT-LEFT were
31n the acheduling jargon, the Just-In-Time objective considered in this study is known t,o br
irregular[lO]. Prior applications of SA to job shop scheduling have only considered regnlar objecdives
sucb as Minimum Makespan. It can he shown that the neighborhoods used in these earlier studies
are no1 adequat,e to deal n7it.h irregular objectives such as the one considered here [IS].
4An operation is said to be ”right(1eft)-shiftable” if its start time can be increrrsed (decreased) by
o n e time unit without ovcrlapping with another operation.
51n our implementation, exchanging two operations is allowed even if a precedence conatraint is
violated in t h e process. Precedence constraint violations are handled using large artificial cask that
force the SA procedure to quiclily get rid of them [16].
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each set to 2/7. Additionally, the values of parameters in the SA procedure (see Figure
1) were set. as follows: To= 700: TI = 6.25, N = 200,000 and a = 0.85.
The performance of this SA procedure has been evaluated in a comparison against,
39 combinations of well-regarded dispatch rules and release policies previously used to
assess the performance of the Sched-Star [Ill and Micro-Boss [lS, 171 systems on a set
of 40 benchmark problems similar t,o the ones described in [18]. The 40 b e n c h m d s
consisted of 8 problem sets obtained by adjusting three parameters t,o cover a wide range
of scheduling condition: an average due date parameter (tight versus loose average due
date), a due date range parameter (narrow versus wide range of due dates), and a
parameter controlling the number of major bottlenecks (in this case one or tmo). For
each parameter combinat,ion, a set of 5 scheduling problems was randomly generated,
t,hereby resulting in a total of 40 problems. Each problem involved 20 jobs and 5
rcsources for a tot,al of 100 operations. On average, when compared against the best
solution found on each problem by the 39 combinations of dispatch rules and release
policies, SA reduced schedule cost by 15% (average over 10 SA runs). When comparing
the best solution obtained in 10 SA rims against the best solution obtained 011 each
problem by the 39 combinations of dispatch rules and release policies, SA produced
schedules that were 34% better. However, while running all 39 combinations of dispatch
rules and release policies takes a few CPU seconds on a problem, a single SA run takes
about 3 minutes on a DECstation 5000/200 running C. .4dditiona,l details on thew
cxperiments can be found in [16].
Empirical Evaluation of Cutoff and Restart C r i t e r i a

6.2

We now turn l o thc evaluat,ion of the cutoff and restart criteria presented in this paper
and compare the performance of fil-e variations of t,he SA procedure presentcd in 6.1:
0

N-SA: regular SA, as described in 6.1 (no learning).

a

P-SA: S A wit,h cutoff criterion.

a

B-SA: SA wit,h cutoff and Maximum Cost Reduction Rate restart criteria.
R-SA: SA with cutoff and randomized restart criteria (0 = 0.5)

a

H-SA: SA with cutoff and hybrid rest,art criteria (/3 = 0.5 and

7 =

1).

When running P-S.4, B-SA, R-SA, and H-SA, the cutoff and/or restart, criteria were
only activated after 5 complete SA runs to allow for the construction of mmningful
E C I D distributions. .411 four of these procedures used t.he same set of checkpoints,
CI = {ZOO, 100, 50, 25, 12.5).
The five procedures were compared on the same 40 benchmark problems described
in subsection 6.16. Each SA procedure was run for 2 hours on each benchmark problem.
‘.kt t h e present time. only a subset of the problems in each of the 8 problem sets have been
rompleted. Complete results will be presented in the final version of the papcr.
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Furthermore, to eliminate possible noise effects, each two-hour experiment was repealed
a t,otal of 1.5 times, The results presented here w-ere obtained by weraging performance
of t,hcsc 15 runs of each procedure on each problem.
Fig. 5 depicts the performance of the five SA procedures on a t.ypical benchmark
problem. The first 15 minutes axe not represented, as they correspond t,o t,he first. 5
runs when the cutoff and restart criteria have not yet been activated.
cost
0

30

60

90

N-SA

120

Fig. 5 Improvement of the best solution over time.
The figure shows that throughout its run, N-SA was dominated by the othcr four
procedures. It also indicates that bot,h the cutoff criterion and the restart, criteria
contributed to t,his performance improvement. Among t,he three restart crileria., HSA appears to perform best. Figure 5 further suggests that the restart. criterion in
H-SA improves performance through the entire run, as the gap between 11-SA and
Y-SA widens over time. These observations are confirmed by results obt,ained on t,he
8 problem set,s of the study, as depicted in Figure 6. Fig. 6(a) shows t,he a,verage
c.ost reductions yielded by P-SA, B-SA, R-SA and H-SA over N-SA at the end of the
two-hour runs. Figure 6(b) gives the avera,ge reduction in the CPU time required by
each of these four procedures to find a solution of equal or better quality t,ha.nthe best
solution found by N-SA in two hours. It can be seen that H-SA requires belween 30%
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and 70% less CPU t,ime than N-SA.
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Fig. 6 Empirical comparison.

A finer analysis indicates that performance improvements produced by our cutoff
and restart criteria increase as one requires higher quality solutions. Figure 7, compares
the average CPU time of each of the five procedures as the required quality of solut,ions
i s increased. While all five procedures t,a,keabout as long to find a solution wit,h cost
hclow 9000 or 8800, the time required to find a solution below 8500 varies signific.antly
(c.g. H-SA can find such a solution in 3500 seconds while N-SA requires close to 10,000
seconds).
l i m e (sec)
I

50001

\\

cost I 8 4 0 0
cost I 8 5 0 0
Cost = 8600
Coot = 8800

= 9000

0.0

N-SA P-SA BSA

R

~ H-SA
A

Fig. 7 S p e e d u p s as a function of required solution quality.
As already indicated in Section 5, the difference in performance between B-SA, RSA and H-SA suggests that a determinist,ic use of E C I D distributions to decidc where
t,o restart scarch can be tricky, as these distributions may not. be accurate, especially
when only a small number of runs has been completed. By injecting non-det,erminism
in the restart criterion, R-SA and 11-SA ensure t,hat the procedure will not always

restart, from the same point. The procedure is forced to sample a wider area and i n
t,he process get,s a chance to refine E C I D distributions. From this point of view, R-SA
is a procedure that placcs more emphasis on using exisling knowledge of bhe scai-ch
space than acquiring new one, while R-SA places more emphasis on learning and less
on exploit,ing already acquired information. H-SA appears to provide t,he best balance
between these two requirements.
Finally, i t should be obvious that the CPU time and memory overheads of our
cutoff and restart criteria are very moderate. All in all, in our experiments, the CPU
time required t,o learn E C I D distributions and apply the cutoff and restart critcria
was well under 17%of total CPU time.

7

Summary

In summary, we have developed a mechanism that learns to recognize (un)promising
S A runs by refining "Expected Cost Improvement Distributions" ( E C I D s ) over multiple SA runs, and have developed search cutoff and restart crit,eria tha,t exploit thcsc
distributions. 'These mechanisms can be applied to any SA procedure and have been
validated on complex job shop scheduling problems with tardiness and inventory cost,s?
where they have been shown to dramatically reduce the computational requirements
of a compet,itive SA procedure. Experiments presented in this paper furt,hcr indicate
that the closer one seeks to be to the optimum, the larger the speedups.
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